In this paper, we address the problem of semisupervision in the framework of parametric clustering by using labeled and unlabeled data together: Clustering algorithms can take advantagefrom few labeled instances in order io tune parameters, improve convergence and overcome local extrema due to bad initialization. We extend a robust parametric clustering algorithm able to manage outlier rejection io the semi-supervision approach. This is achieved by modihing the Expectation-Marimization algorithm. The proposed method shows good performance with respect io data structure discovering, even facing io outliers.
Introducing partial supervision in clustering algorithms
Clustering is an important task for exploratory data analysis. It aims at searching for structure in data on the basis on some similarity measure. This process can be done through an extremum search for an appropriate objective function, e.g Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm in [5] or ExpectationMaximization (EM) approach in [71. However, the complexity o f space to be observed generally imposes the use of sub-optimal methods leading to local extrema. Thus, a good choice of parameter values and especially of initial conditions are essential for the method success. Partial supervision occurs when both unsupervised and supervised examples are available. Unsupervised data are generally easy to obtain whereas supervised one can need a costly expertise. The main idea o f partial supervision is to increase the estimation accuracy of classes parameters and avoid local extrema of the objective function. Let us illustrate how semi-supervision can help to overcome these problems on two examples. Left part of Fig. 1 shows the clustering result of two relatively well-separated groups of p i n t s and some outlying points using the FCM algorithm under p o r initialization. It fails because of an attempt to obtain separated clusters instead of compact ones. Clusters provided by the CEM algorithm [6] on a XOR-type configuration are shown in Fig. 1 This computation depends on the theoretical model for classes to be tracked. We propose to use a model that is robust enough to cope with outliers. to penalize (B) and a k must be greater than 1. This model corresponds to an +contamination assumption which is the basis of the Student t-distribution construction (see [IO] ,p. 223).
Estimation of classes parameters
The key point of the approach we propose is the use of different estimates for the same random variables p k . Ck for (A) and for (B). In the following, f i k , 2, stand for robust estimates (A) whereas j i k , e k denotes standard estimates (B).
The principle of this approach is to allow standard estimates to be disturbed by outliers while robust estimates concentrate on class-kernel parameters. Robust estimates are provided through an iterative procedure, quite similar to the reweighted least-squares, that uses robust M-estimates [8] . Such an estimator is an influence function where the weight w, associated to the ith sample x, decreases as its distance to the cluster prototype increases (e.g Mahalanobis distance dk = (z -pLk)TC,l(s -p k ) ) .
The area of influence is controlled by a threshold, say h the larger h, the more samples are involved in the estimation process. Fig. 2 shows how weight w I is related to distance dM ,md threshold h of the so-called Huher M-estimator. AIgorithm 1 describes the whole estimation process replacing parameters updating equations involved during the M-Step of classical EM.
H 1: Parameters update (M-Step)
Input: x = { X I , . . . , xn}, i , , current estimates of
P(C&;),'h the M-estimator threshold having

1/, as influence function r+O:
Index t refers to the current M-Step while r refers to the robust one. The more r , the less points are used in the robust estimation process. One can need to stop this loop by using a criterion involving an upper bound on either T or I( the rate of samples having a quite zero weight. It can be shown that the property of monotonous increase of log-likelihood (see Eq. I ) no more holds because of the iterative estimation process which results in approximating instead of strictly maximizing it.
We propose to update threshold h of the Huber M-estimator during the iterative estimation with the help of labeled samples, e.g. by taking the maximum distance between supervised points and the mean estimates of their true class :
where h,,, denotes a minimum value insuring sufficient statistics. 
Experiments
The first result we present deals with the two artificial data sets shown in Fig. I which structure is not correctly detected when totally non robust or non supervised algorithms are used. Fig. 3 shows the clusters obtained with the method we propose. Parameters 7, and ay are randomly chosen in the intervals mentioned in the previous section. For the left case 4.82% of points are supervised (*-marked) while 3.1% for the right one. In both cases, the proposed method provide clusters that.look good and correctly reject outliers (0-marked). We have experimented the proposed method 
Conclusion
In this article. 
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